Folder / Inserters
FD 6102 Series Low Volume Folder / Inserter
The Formax FD 6102 Low Volume Folder Inserter is the latest
in entry-level folder/inserter technology. Fully automatic
adjustments can be made with the color touchscreen display,
which guides users through each step of setup. It offers up to
15 programmable fold applications, and can fold documents
up to 14” in length, with half, letter, double parallel, and no fold
capabilities. The clamshell design provides easy access to the
paper path, and double document detection helps prevent the
error of over-filling envelopes with extraneous statements in
mailings - make sure the right document goes to the correct
recipient. The FD6102 can insert at speeds of up to 1,360 pieces
per hour. Each feeder holds up to 100 sheets of paper, and for
single sheet mailings, fill both feeders with the same document
and use “swap mode” - when the first feeder empties, the machine
automatically starts pulling from the second without interruption
for even greater efficiency. The Formax FD 6102 Low Volume
Folder Inserter is ideal for offices, schools, and other businesses
that want to save time and reduce handling of their mailing. With
a duty cycle of up to 5,000 per month, it’s a great way to speed up
and simplify low volume folding and inserting.
The power and reliability of larger machines
with the ease of operation required
for the office environment.

FD 6202

FD 6102

Formats: one sheet folded and inserted, one sheet folded
with return envelope nested and inserted, two collated
sheets folded and inserted, two collated sheets folded
with return envelope nested and inserted, or folding only
without inserting.

FD 6202 Series Folder / Inserter
The 6202 Series brings advanced folding & inserting
tech- nology and flexibility to the office environment.
The unique AutoSetTM feature allows one-touch job
setup by automatically measuring paper lengths,
envelope sizes and fold lengths. Recurring and
frequent jobs run in AutoSetTM can also be stored as one
of 20 programmed job settings for hassle-free setup
and operation. The powerful 6202 Series accurately
folds up to five sheets of paper at the same time: up to
2,200 pieces per hour or up to 15,000 per month.
Three configurations are available: The FD 6202-Basic 2
is equipped with two automatic sheet feeders. The FD
6202-Advanced 1 includes one sheet feeder and one
insert/BRE feeder. The FD 6202-Advanced 2 includes
two sheet feeders and one insert/BRE feeder. The FD
6202-Advanced 2 includes two sheet feeders and one
insert/BRE feeder.

